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Examples of magnetic interactions in the Solar 
System (and beyond)

• Jupiter-Io “unipolar induction”
=> flux tube linking Io and Jupiter
=> decameter radio emisson

hot spots on Jupiter’s surface

• also discussed in context of white dwarf 
ultracompact binaries 
•and most recently neutron star- black hole 
interaction during a merger (EM counterpart to GW)

 
• Induced currents in Europa 

=>  conductivity profile => ocean thickness

Piddington & Drake 1968; Goldreich & Nicholson 1969

Wu 2009

McWilliams & Levin 2011

Schilling et al. 2007



Orbital period distribution close-in

Kepler ’s Exoplanet Census 9
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Fig. 3.— The histograms give uncorrected Kepler planet candidate counts around Solar type stars. Counts are binned by planet radius, R
(left) and orbital period, P (right) and reported per star, normalized to bin width (i.e. divided by ! lnR or ! lnP , respectively). Error bars
measure the square root of planet counts per bin. The main filled histogram is for detections with S/N > 10, while the dotted histogram
only includes detections with S/N > 20 (as reported by BKep11). Black curves show the best fit powerlaw ! R!P" . This powerlaw is
convolved with the selection e"ects and marginalized over P (or R) before plotting against the planet counts. The 1! error ellipse of the
maximum likelihood fit covers " = "1.73 ± 0.07 and # = 1.22 ± 0.04 as shown by the wide red curve. The drop in planet counts below
# 2R! is primarily due to selection e"ects, as evidenced by the corresponding drop in the powerlaw fit when projected into observational
space. The deficit of planets at P ! 3 days is real and not explained by any selection e"ect. Because of this short period deficit, the period
distribution is poorly described by a single unbroken powerlaw.
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Fig. 4.— Similar to Fig. 3 but the planets are divided into a short period (P < 7 days, in green) and a longer period (P > 7 days, in
orange) sample. Each sample is independently fit to a powerlaw PLDF (! R!P"). Continuity at the period boundary is not enforced
so that one sample does not a"ect the other. The best fit powerlaw indices are labelled “fast” and “slow” for the short and long period
samples, respectively. The di"erence in the period distributions (#) has extremely high significance. The radius powerlaw " is steeper for
the longer period sample, a result with 2.3! significance. Thus the ratio of small to big planets is higher at longer periods.

that the drop in planet counts is mostly due to selection
e!ects. The actual size distribution continues to rise to-
wards smaller planets.
The best fit period law, ! = 1.33± 0.03, indicates that

planets are more closely packed further from the star,
for logarithmic intervals in P or semimajor axis a. For
! > 3/2 the planet density per linear interval in a would
increase.

However Fig. 3 shows that a single powerlaw is a quali-
tatively poor fit to the data due to a sharp drop in planet
counts below P ! 3 days. Planet counts flatten at longer
periods. As explained above, this means that the actual
period distribution continues to rise towards longer peri-
ods. This break in the period distribution motivates our
division of the planet sample below.

Youdin 2011



Rossiter-McLaughlin measurement of misaligned 
orbital and spin angular momentum

Winn et al. 2010

No. 2, 2010 HOT STARS WITH HOT JUPITERS HAVE HIGH OBLIQUITIES L147

Figure 1. Brief history of Rossiter–McLaughlin measurements. Top: the pro-
jected obliquity (spin–orbit angle) is plotted as a function of the earliest date of
observation reported in the literature. Blue squares indicate systems discovered
by RV surveys, while red circles indicate systems found in photometric transit
surveys. Bottom: the stellar effective temperature of the same systems. Systems
with Teff higher than 6250 K have been discovered by transit surveys, and began
to be examined for the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect in 2008.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

candidates are identified and followed up. Latham et al. (2009)
provided a complete inventory of transit candidates and follow-
up observations, which we take to be representative. They chose
28 transit candidates for spectroscopic follow-up, without regard
to spectral type. Of those, four were not pursued further once
it was found that v sin i > 50 km s!1. The other 24 cases were
observed assiduously until a hot Jupiter was confirmed (2 cases)
or ruled out (22 cases). Hence, any bias against well-aligned
systems is probably only for stars with v sin i ! 50 km s!1.
Such rapid rotators typically have spectral types <F3 and
Teff > 6700 K, whereas our sample ranges from 5040 to
6700 K, with one exception.5 Hence it seems unlikely that this
bias is completely responsible for the observed !–Teff relation,
although it may play some role.

Another caveat is that we cannot tell whether the relevant
parameter is really Teff or some other correlated variable, such as
stellar mass. The transition temperature of 6250 K corresponds
to approximately 1.3 M" for solar-metallicity main-sequence
stars.

4. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS

Despite these caveats it is impossible to resist speculating
on the reasons why hot stars with hot Jupiters have high
obliquities. We restrict ourselves to an airing of issues and a
toy model illustrating a speculative hypothesis, leaving detailed
investigations for future work.

One possibility is that there are two pathways for producing
hot Jupiters, one of which is specific to low-mass stars and yields

5 The exception, WASP-33 (7200 K), proves the rule. The planet was
discovered despite the star’s rapid rotation (v sin i = 86 km s!1) by exploiting
the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect (Collier Cameron et al. 2010) and not by the
usual procedure of measuring the spectroscopic orbit. Therefore, even if the
other hot systems were selected in a manner biased against well-aligned
systems, we would expect WASP-33 to be more representative of the true
obliquities of hot stars—and it is misaligned.

Figure 2. Misaligned systems have hotter stars. Top: the projected obliquity is
plotted against the effective temperature of the host star. A transition from mainly
aligned to mainly misaligned seems to occur at Teff # 6250 K. The two strongest
exceptions are labeled. Symbol colors and shapes have the same meaning as in
Figure 1. Bottom: the mass of the convective zone of a main-sequence star as
a function of Teff , from Pinsonneault et al. (2001). It is suggestive that 6250 K
is approximately the temperature at which the mass of the convective zone has
bottomed out.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

low obliquities, while the other occurs mainly for massive stars
and produces a broad range of obliquities. The low-obliquity
mechanism could be inspiral due to tidal interactions with the
protoplanetary disk (Lin et al. 1996). The high-obliquity mech-
anism could be some combination of planet–planet scattering
(Chatterjee et al. 2008) and Kozai cycles (Fabrycky & Tremaine
2007). It is not obvious why these mechanisms would have a
strong dependence on stellar mass or temperature, although it is
interesting that 1.3 M" is approximately the same stellar mass
above which giant planets are found to have larger masses, wider
orbits, and a higher rate of occurrence (Bowler et al. 2010). Per-
haps more massive stars are more likely to form systems of
massive planets in unstable configurations, leading to an en-
hanced rate of gravitational scattering in comparison to cooler
stars.

Another possibility is suggested by the sharpness of the
transition from aligned to misaligned, and its location at Teff #
6250 K. For main-sequence stars, this is approximately the
temperature above which the mass in the outer convective zone
(Mcz) becomes inconsequential. The decline in Mcz is illustrated
in the bottom panel of Figure 2, based on the relation presented
by Pinsonneault et al. (2001). Between spectral types G0 and
F5 (5940 and 6650 K), M" increases by a factor of 1.3, and Mcz
decreases by a factor of 120.

Convective zones are important for the production of mag-
netic fields and for tidal dissipation. Magnetic fields may be
relevant by setting the inner radius of the protoplanetary gas
disk, where accreting material is captured onto field lines, or by
allowing the star to spin down through magnetic braking. The
possible relevance of tidal dissipation is even more obvious, as
it would tend to realign the star with the orbit.

Pursuing this latter point, we hypothesize that there is a single
mechanism for producing hot Jupiters, and this mechanism
yields a broad range of obliquities. For the cool stars, tidal
dissipation damps the obliquity within a few Gyr, while for the
hot stars, dissipation is ineffective. Therefore, we observe hot
Jupiters to be well aligned around cool stars and misaligned
around hot stars.



Could magnetic interactions be important in 
exoplanet systems, especially early on when the 
star is highly magnetized?

- magnetic torques modify orbits
- heating from e.g. ohmic dissipation



Alignment torques from misaligned magnetic dipoles

• Single objects with misaligned spin and magnetic dipole

‣Radio pulsars:  Davis & Goldstein (1970)
spin and magnetic axes tend to align over time

‣ Stellar spin down with inclined dipole  
Mestel (1968a,b) Mestel & Selley (1970)
spin axis moves to location of magnetic flux maximum

• Magnetic accretion with spin-orbit misalignment     
Lai (1999) showed that in addition to the spin up/down 
torque there are also two other torque components 
that cause alignment and precession



Alignment torques from misaligned magnetic dipoles

1280 M. Long, M. M. Romanova and R. V. E. Lovelace

Figure 9. Slices of density distribution for a more general case (µ = 0.5, D = 0.5, ! = 30!, !D = 45!, " = 90!). The left-hand panel, middle and right-hand
panels show the projection in the xz, yz and xy planes, respectively. The colour background shows the density distribution varying from # = 0.01 (blue) to # =
2.1 (red). The magnetic field lines are shown in red. The yellow lines show where $ = 1.

Figure 10. Hotspots from different angles at t = 8 for the case of µ = 0.5,
D = 0.5, ! = 45!, !D = 30! and " = 90!. The left-hand panel, middle
and right-hand panels represent edge-on, top and bottom views, respectively.
The red colour corresponds to the densest region with maximum density # =
2.3. The bottom panel shows the light curves for different inclination angles.

relative to the rotation axis at ! = 30!, and in configuration (b), they
are arranged in the equatorial plane in an anticlockwise manner.

Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the magnetic field on the surface
of the star. One can see that there are six poles on the star. In case (a),
three positive and three negative poles are in northern and southern
hemispheres, respectively. In case (b), all poles are in the equatorial
planes and poles with different polarities alternate.

Fig. 15 shows a 3D view of the matter flow for the cases (a) and
(b). In case (a), most of the matter flows to the north poles which are
closer to the accretion disc due to the inclination of the dipoles. The
magnetospheric gap is empty in the equatorial plane. In case (b), all
the matter flows between loops of the closed magnetic field lines in
the equatorial plane and form some interesting equatorial funnels.

Fig. 16 shows the hotspots for the cases (a) and (b). There is a
big triangular hotspot around the north pole for the case (a), which
spans the area near the magnetic poles. Another hotspot is present
near the south pole but with very low densities. This confirms the
asymmetric matter flow shown in Fig. 15. We can also see that there
are no polar hotspots for case (b). Only ring-like hotspots are present
in the equatorial plane, which corresponds to what we observed in
Fig. 15.

4 C O N T R I BU T I O N O F T H E QUA D RU P O L E TO
P RO P E RT I E S O F M AG N E T I Z E D S TA R S

In this section, we analyse properties of magnetized stars at dif-
ferent ratios between the dipole and the quadrupole fields. First,

Figure 11. 3D views of matter flow to a star with an off-centre dipole at t =
8, where µ = 0.5, ! = 30! and the dipole moment is located at x = 0.5R",
y = 0, z = 0. The green colour in the top panel shows one of the density
levels # = 0.3. The bottom panel shows the equatorial plane with different
density levels. The field lines are shown in multiple colours.

we consider different configurations at the same maximum value
of the field on the surface of the star. Then, we analyse different
properties such as the area covered by hotspots, mass accretion rate
and spin torque. Next, we fix the dipole component but change the
contribution of the quadrupole component with the main goal of
understanding how strong the quadrupole should be compared with
the dipole in order to change the shape of the hotspots from the pure
dipole cases.

4.1 Area covered by hotspots, and torque

In this section, we compare properties of magnetized stars of differ-
ent configurations under the condition that the maximum magnetic
field on the surface of the star is same in all cases.

We choose a number of configurations ranging from purely dipole
to purely quadrupole: (a) pure dipole field, with µ = 1.07, ! = 45!;
(b) pure quadrupole field, with D = 0.5, !D = 0!; (c) aligned dipole
plus quadrupole field, with µ = 0.5, D = 0.27, ! = !D = 0! and

C# 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C# 2008 RAS, MNRAS 386, 1274–1284

Long, Romanova et al. (2008) 
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Alignment torques from misaligned magnetic dipoles
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a net torque when B is inclined relative 
to the disk orbital angular momentum

warping
       
precession

Jr ×Bφ

Jφ ×Br
Lai (1999)
Lai, Foucart & Lin (2010)

Final state:
• With no accretion torque,
spin and orbital angular 
momentum want to be 
perpendicular
• But accretion torques try to 
keep orbital angular momentum 
fixed
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A unipolar inductor model for star-planet interaction

Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969

© 1968 Nature Publishing Group

Piddington & Drake 1968

E =

�
dr v ×B

distorted field => 
magnetic pressure 
gradient across the 

planet

emf

force on the planet

Requirement to 
maintain the circuit:  
Alfven travel time short 
compared to time for 
field lines to slip 
through the planet  

�
d3r J ×B



Timescale depends on the resistance of the circuit

I =
E
R =

2(n− ωs)aBzrp
cR

torque on the orbit Tp = BIrpa

the current is

timescale τ−1
a = − ȧ

a
=

2Tp
Mp

√
GM�a

τa

Laine & Lin 2010
For rocky planets, 

resistance dominated 
by the star(timescale about the same for super Earths)

2

In this paper, we investigate a unipolar induction
model for the planet-star interaction, following Laine &
Lin (2010), but for the misaligned case. We show that
there is a component of torque that acts to change the
angle between spin and orbital angular momentum vec-
tors.

2. THE ALIGNED UNIPOLAR INDUCTOR MODEL

We first consider the aligned case and discuss the
unipolar inductor picture for the interaction between
a young star and orbiting planet and the expected
timescales for orbital evolution (Laine & Lin 2010).

2.1. A d.c circuit

The simplest picture is that the static part of the stellar
field seen by the planet is able to permeate the planet and
the motion of the planet across the field gives rise to an
emf that drives a current between the star and planet as
discussed by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1969) for Jupiter
and Io. Another source of torque on the orbit is the
eddy currents that flow inside the planet due to the time-
dependent part of the stellar magnetic field as seen by the
planet. However, as we discuss in the Appendix, these
torques are expected to be smaller than those from the
unipolar inductor e!ect by a factor (a/rp)2 which is 104

for a Jupiter radius planet at a = 0.05 AU. (Although
the eddy currents can dominate the energy dissipation in
the planet, see Appendix).
As the planet moves across the vertical magnetic field

Bz = B!(r!/a)3, the induced emf is

E =
2(n! !s)aBzrp

c
(1)

which (provided the current loop can close) generates a
current flow I = E/R across the planet, down the flux
tube to the stellar surface and back again. Here, B! is
the equatorial magnetic field at the stellar surface (the
polar cap field is 2B!). We write E such that the current
flows radially inwards in the planet when n > !s (in-
side corotation). Here R is the resistance of the circuit,
which has contributions from the star R! and planet Rp,
and the plasma along the flux tube, although we neglect
this last contribution here and assume the conductivity
along field lines in the magnetosphere is very large. If the
star provides the resistance, the flux tube is fixed to the
planet, and slips across the stellar surface; if the planet
provides the resistance, the field lines slip through the
planet. Here we just worry about the total resistance.
The magnitude of the torque on the planet is approxi-

mately

Tp = 2
B!

c

!r!
a

"3
Irpa (2)

where we write the torque as the force multiplied by the
lever arm a, where the force is BIL/c for a current car-
rying wire of length L = 2rp (we divide by c to use cgs
units). The torque on the star is

T! = 2
B!

c
Irp

!r!
a

"3/2
r!

!r!
a

"1/2
(3)

equal in magnitude (opposite in direction) as expected.
We use the size of the footpoint of the flux tube "
2rp(r!/a)3/2 for the length, and take into account the
footpoint is located at an angle sin "f " (r!/a)1/2 in the

lever arm. Our expression for the torque agrees with
Goldreich & Lyndenbell (1969) except that they have a
factor # instead of our factor of 2.
This torque can cause orbital evolution. The timescale

is given by

$!1
a = !

ȧ

a
=

2Tp
Mp

#
GM!a

(4)

or

$a=
c2RMp

8r2pB
2
!

#

a

r!

$6 # n

!s ! n

$

=1.5 Myrs

#

a

10r!

$6 # R
10!5 ohm

$#

1 kG

B!

$2

#

RJ

rp

$2 #Mp

MJ

$#

n

n! !s

$

. (5)

Note that, according to our definition, $a $ (n ! !s)!1

is positive if the planet orbits inside corotation (n > !s).
This corresponds to ȧ < 0 or orbital decay: the reason
is that inside corotation, the planet experiences a drag
force that tries to slow its orbit, taking away orbital an-
gular momentum, and moving the planet to smaller a.
Outside corotation, the opposite occurs: the star gives
angular momentum to the planet to bring them closer to
corotation, moving the orbit out. Note that ȧ $ a!5, so
the time to fall in from an initial value of a is $a/6.
We adopt a value of 1 kG for the stellar equatorial mag-

netic field, which is a typical value observed for T Tauri
stars (Johns-Krull 2007). For a given value of R, this
timescale is not very sensitive to the planet’s mass and
radius, $a $ Mp/r2p $ %̄rp where %̄ is the planet’s mean
density. For example, for a super-Earth with radius 2R"

and mass 5M" the prefactor becomes " 0.58 Myr. The
main dependence on planet type, and the main uncer-
tainty in determining $a is the resistance of the planet,
which could vary by orders of magnitude depending on
parameters such as the composition of the planet (rocky
or gaseous) or surface temperature. In equation (5), we
put in the value of R found by Laine et al. (2010b) for
the stellar surface5.

2.2. Limiting current from magnetic field reconnection

This rapid timescale, however, demands that a large
current flows between the planet and star, creating sig-
nificant distortion of the magnetosphere. Such a field is
likely unstable to reconnection, which may act to limit
the current that flows. To estimate how large, we say
that the winding cannot exceed of order unity. The an-
gle by which the field winds up is given by equating the
magnetic stress in the field at some distance from the
star B"BP /4# to the torque. This gives a total winding
angle (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969, eq. [11])

"& =
4#I

rPB!c

#

a

r!

$3
!

1!
rp
a

"1/2
. (6)

5 Laine et al. (2010) adopt SI units. In this paper, we use cgs
units, but will often give the resistance scaling in SI units to fa-
cilitate comparison with previous work. Note the conversion from
Gaussian cgs units to SI: 1 ohm = 109/c2 cgs. The other useful
conversion is for electrical conductivity 1 ohm!1m!1 = 1 S m!1 =
10!11c2 s!1 = 9 ! 109 s!1. Also the dimensionless quantity
cR = (1/30)(R/ohm).



after time averaging �Tx� = −1

2
Tp cos θ� sinβ

�Tz� = −Tp cos θ� cosβ

l

inside corotation, the current 
points inwards towards the star

on one side of the orbit the     
force is up; on the other side 
down =>  an x-component of the 
torque

JrBφ

ωs
µ

There is an alignment torque when spin/magnetic axis 
and orbit are misaligned



Evolution of obliquity

β

1. fix spin

Tx l
ωs

β

Txl

ωs

=> move to the 
perpendicular 
state

dβ

dt
= −Tx

l

2. fix orbital 
ang.mom.

β

Tx
l

ωs

wants to go to 90o

β

Tx

l

ωs
wants to go to 180o

dβ

dt
= −Tx cosβ

Isωs
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Only the static part of Bz enters, the time-dependent
part cancels in the time-average. Note that in equations
(11) and (13) there is a hidden angular dependence since
Tp ! cos !! cos" through the dependence of I on the
static part of Bz. We can write

Tp =
l

2#a
cos" cos !! (14)

with #a given by equation (5) with the replacement n"
$s # n" $s cos".

2.3. Time evolution of the obliquity

Next, we write an equation for the time evolution of the
angle ". First assume that the stellar spin $s does not
change with time. Since the x-component of the torque
changes the direction of l but not its magnitude, we can
write

d

dt
cos" =

1

l
!̂s·

dl

dt
=

!̂s·T x

l
=

Tx
l
sin" (15)

or d"/dt = "Tx/l (we could have written this down di-
rectly using the standard gyroscope precession rate). We
rewrite this as

#a
d

dt
cos" = "

1

2
sin2 " cos" cos2 !! (16)

where #a is defined for the aligned rotator (eq. [5]). The
right hand side is positive for cos" < 0 and negative
for cos" > 0, so that, inside corotation, the tendency
is to move towards the perpendicular state cos" = 0
from either above or below, i.e. to go to " = %/2. The
maximum size of the right hand side is $ ±0.2 cos2 !!.
For " > %/2 the conclusion that the planet’s orbit

moves towards the perpendicular state is opposite to that
of Lai et al. (2010) for the case in which the star inter-
acts with the circumstellar disk. They have an extra
factor of cos" on the right hand side of their equiva-
lent to equation (16). This is because we have fixed
$s and the torque acts to change l. They instead fix
l and the torque acts on $s (see Fig. 1 of Lai et al.).
The angular momentum of the orbit l is held fixed by
the accretion disk. Then d"/dt = "Tx cos"/Is$s giving
d cos"/dt ! " sin2 " cos2 ".
Now allowing the spin of the star to change also in our

case, we have

d"

dt
= "

Tx
l

"
Tx cos"
Is$s

+
Tz sin"
Is$s

. (17)

The second term says that the star experiences equal
but opposite torque to the planet, and we have added
a factor of cos" to get the component of the alignment
torque that rotates the spin direction. The third term
accounts for the fact that the spin down torque on the
planets orbit has a component which acts to change the
direction of the stellar spin. Pieces of the torques Tx and
Tz also act to change the magnitude of the stellar spin,
according to

d

dt
Is$s = "Tz cos" " Tx sin" = Tp cos !!

1

2

!

1 + cos2 "
"

.

(18)
This implies that inside corotation (Tp > 0) the star
spins up whereas outside corotation (Tp < 0) the star
spins down.

Fig. 1.— The evolution of ! inside corotation (n > "s, up-
per panel). The di!erent curves are for ratios of orbital angular
momentum to stellar angular momentum l = 0.5Is"s (dashed),
l = 2Is"s (solid), and l = 10Is"s (dot-dashed). The crosses
show the observed values of cos# taken from the table in Winn
et al. (2010).

We next rearrange equation (17) as

d"

dt
="

Tx
l

#

1 +
l

Is$s
cos"

$

+
Tz sin"
Is$s

="
Tx
l

#

1"
l

Is$s
cos"

$

, (19)

since Tz sin" = 2Tx cos" (eqs. [11] and [13]). Equation
(16) becomes

#a
d

dt
cos" = "

1

2
cos2 !! sin

2 " cos"

#

1"
l

Is$s
cos"

$

.

(20)
When the angular momentum of the star dominates
Is$s > l, the behavior is as described above in which
we held $s fixed and allowed the torque to act on l only
(eq. [15]). When the angular momentum of the orbit
dominates l > Is$s, we might expect the behavior to fol-
low Lai et al. (2010), in which l was e!ectively held fixed
by the outer accretion disk. In fact, the sign is opposite
to Lai et al. (2010) because of the third term in equation
(17) which they did not include. Whereas they found
that inside corotation, the spin vector and orbit want to
become anti-aligned, here we have the opposite behavior
that they want to align when l > Is$s. The ratio of an-
gular momentum in the orbit to the angular momentum
in the star is

l

Is$s
=

Mpa2n

&sM!r2!$s
=

n

$s

#

a

10r!

$2 #103Mp

M!

$

% &s

0.1

&!1

=2.8
% a

0.05 AU

&1/2
#

Mp

MJ

$#

M!

M"

$!1/2 # r!
R"

$!2

#

Prot

10 d

$

% &s

0.1

&!1
(21)

where we write Is = &sM!r2!, and so we see that both
limits could potentially arise.
Figure 1 shows the rate of change of cos" for three

di!erent cases, l/Is$s = 0.5, 2 and 10. The top panel
is for the planet inside corotation. When l < Is$s, the
orbit moves towards the perpendicular state. When l %

l

Isωs
= 10

2

0.5
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Fig. 2.— The evolution of a, !, and "s for a jupiter mass planet at 0.05 AU from a solar mass star with B! = 1 kG and a range of
di!erent initial obliquities. Top panel is for Prot = 10 days (planet inside corotation) and lower panel for 3 days (planet outside corotation).
In the lower panel, dashed lines are the orbital period.

inside corotation
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Fig. 2.— The evolution of a, !, and "s for a jupiter mass planet at 0.05 AU from a solar mass star with B! = 1 kG and a range of
di!erent initial obliquities. Top panel is for Prot = 10 days (planet inside corotation) and lower panel for 3 days (planet outside corotation).
In the lower panel, dashed lines are the orbital period.

outside corotation



Electrical conductivity

1. relaxation time approximation

J = σE = neevdrift = nee

�
eE

meν

�

“terminal velocity”

⇒ σ =
nee2

meν νcollision frequency

2. strong B field cyclotron frequency ωe =
eB

mec
�J = σ · �E σ� = σ0

σ⊥ =
σ0

1 + (ωe/ν)2

σHall =
σ0(ωe/ν)

1 + (ωe/ν)2



Resistance of the stellar atmosphere Laine & Lin 2010

I
I

resistance of a wire

R =
L

σA

⇒ R−1 =

�
σ(r)dr

electron collision frequency 
set by e-neutral collisions ν ∼ nσv ≈ nn

�
10−15 cm2

��kBT

me

�1/2

σ = 3× 1015 s−1 x

T 1/2
4

ionization fraction from Saha

⇒

x2 =
1

n

�
mekBT

2π�2

�3/2

exp (−13.6 eV/kBT )

σ0 ∝ 1√
n

ωe

ν
∝ 1

n
⇒

current flows where ωe/ν ∼ 1

(Draine)
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Fig. 4.— Ionization fraction of hydrogen at the photosphere as a
function of temperature (top panel) and the resistance of the star
(bottom panel).

We have put the upper limit of the integral at z = !
compared to z = 0 (the photosphere) previously. The
presence of the !e" term prevents the divergence of
the integral for positive z. The integrand peaks at
a density where !e" is close to unity, in fact the re-
sult is roughly the temperature scale height multiplied
by the electrical conductivity evaluated at the density
where !e" = 1. So compared to our previous calcu-
lation, we have to multiply the resistance by a factor
of 0.45

!

(!e")0 when !" > 1 at the photosphere. If
(!e")0 = 12.6, the resistance is increased by a factor of
1.6, so we now get R! = 3.5" 10!6 ohm for T = 4000 K
and R! = 2.2" 10!7 ohm for T = 4600 K. The expres-
sion for resistance becomes

R! =
1.49" 10!12 ohm

x
B1/2

3

" g

6800 cm s!2

#1/2

$

T

4000 K

%!1/4 $ #

0.3 cm2 g!1

%1/2

.(31)

We plot in Figure 4 the ionization fraction and resis-
tance of the star as a function of T . We assume constant
g independent of temperature, and take B = 1 kG (the
scalings are R! # B1/2g, independent of #).

3.2. Resistance of the planet

In the atmosphere of the planet, the ionization frac-
tion is low, and we can use the previous results for elec-
trical conductivity determined by electron-neutral colli-
sions. The first task is therefore to determine the ioniza-
tion fraction in the hot jupiter atmosphere. Previously
we wrote things in terms of the photospheric conditions.
But perhaps this time it makes more sense to write ev-
erything in terms of T and P . We need to convert pres-
sure units from bars to cgs: 1 bar = 106 dynes cm!2.
The number density is then n = P/kBT = 7.25 "
1018 cm!3 (P/1 bar)/T3. We find

!e" = 0.94 T 1/2
3

$

B

10 G

%$

P

1 mbar

%!1

(32)

so that !e" approaches unity at the mbar pressure levels
which is roughly where the photosphere is. The gravity is

g = 2700 cm s!2 for a Jupiter mass and radius planet, so
2g/3# = 18 mbar (#/0.1 cm2 g!1)!1. The scale height
for this gravity is H = kBT/µmpg = 1.53 " 107 cm T3

where we take µ = 2.
Consider di!erent sources of ionization in the outer

molecular layers.

Alkali metals

Batygin & Stevenson (2010) derive the conductivity of
the atmosphere of the hot jupiter based on ionization of
alkali metals (they include Na, K, Li, Rb, Fe, Cs, and
Ca). We follow Perna, Menou, & Rauscher (2010) and
look only at potassium which has the lowest ionization
potential. The Saha equation is

x2 =
1

fjn

$

mekBT

2$!2

%3/2

e!4.35 eV/kBT . (33)

where fK $ 10!7 is the number fraction of potassium,
giving

x = 1.03"10!3 T 5/4
3 e!25.19/T3

$

fK
10!7

%!1/2 $ P

1 bar

%!1/2

.

(34)
Some values are for T3 = 1, x = 1.2 "
10!14 (P/1 bar)!1/2, for T3 = 1.5, x = 8.7 "
10!11 (P/1 bar)!1/2, and for T3 = 2, x = 8.3 "
10!9 (P/1 bar)!1/2.
To calculate the resistance of the planet, we write

Rp =
1

r2p

&

dr

%
. (35)

The part coming from the atmosphere is

Rp =
1

r2p

&

dr

%
=

H

r2p

&

dP

%(P )P
=

2H

r2p%0
(36)

where %0 is the conductivity at the highest pressure con-
sidered. (Since %(P )P # P 1/2, the integral is domi-
nated by the highest pressures). We take P0 % 100 bar
at which point the conductivity begins to be set by
hydrogen ionization (Batygin & Stevenson 2010). For
T3 = 1, we find Rp = 4.7 " 10!2 ohm. For T3 = 1.5,
we find Rp = 1.2 " 10!5 ohm. For T3 = 2, we find
Rp = 2.0" 10!7 ohm.
Deeper in, the hydrogen becomes pressure ionized, and

the electrical conductivity is set by electron-proton col-
lisions. The resistance of the core is, however, negli-
gible compared to that of the atmosphere. For fully-
degenerate, non-relativistic electrons, the collision fre-
quency is &ep = 4e4me"/3$!3 = 1.8 " 1016 s!1. We
assume that the Coulomb logarithm " = 1. The
electrical conductivity is % = nee2/me&ep = 8.4 "
1015 s!1 ('/g cm!3), where we assume pure hydrogen,
fully-ionized composition. For an n = 1 polytrope,
' = ($M/4R3) sin($x)/$x where x = r/R. The inte-
gral

'

dr/% diverges as r & 1 and ' & 0, but integrating
over most of the radius which accounts for the degenerate
core, we find up to a constant of order unity

Rp % 10!14 ohm. (37)

A simpler estimate is to say that since the density and
therefore % is fairly constant over the core, we can write
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Fig. 7.— Time evolution of Te! , log g, the ionization fraction x in the photosphere, !e" , the resistance R! and the equilibrium temperature
of a planet at a = 0.05 AU as a function of time, based on the Te! and log g from Siess et al. (2000). The curves are for (bottom to top in
the top left panel) M!/M! = 0.8, 1.0, 1.3 and 1.5.

Fig. 8.— For stars of 0.8, 1.0, 1.3 and 1.5 solar masses, we
plot evolutionary tracks showing the stellar resistance and planet
resistance (alkali metals). The solid line shows R! = Rp. This
shows that the planet supplies the resistance.

PMS evolutionary models 
from Siess et al.  (2000)

M�/M⊙ = 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5



Limiting current from magnetic reconnection

2

In this paper, we investigate a unipolar induction
model for the planet-star interaction, following Laine &
Lin (2010), but for the misaligned case. We show that
there is a component of torque that acts to change the
angle between spin and orbital angular momentum vec-
tors.

2. THE ALIGNED UNIPOLAR INDUCTOR MODEL

We first consider the aligned case and discuss the
unipolar inductor picture for the interaction between
a young star and orbiting planet and the expected
timescales for orbital evolution (Laine & Lin 2010).

2.1. A d.c circuit

The simplest picture is that the static part of the stellar
field seen by the planet is able to permeate the planet and
the motion of the planet across the field gives rise to an
emf that drives a current between the star and planet as
discussed by Goldreich & Lynden-Bell (1969) for Jupiter
and Io. Another source of torque on the orbit is the
eddy currents that flow inside the planet due to the time-
dependent part of the stellar magnetic field as seen by the
planet. However, as we discuss in the Appendix, these
torques are expected to be smaller than those from the
unipolar inductor e!ect by a factor (a/rp)2 which is 104

for a Jupiter radius planet at a = 0.05 AU. (Although
the eddy currents can dominate the energy dissipation in
the planet, see Appendix).
As the planet moves across the vertical magnetic field

Bz = B!(r!/a)3, the induced emf is

E =
2(n! !s)aBzrp

c
(1)

which (provided the current loop can close) generates a
current flow I = E/R across the planet, down the flux
tube to the stellar surface and back again. Here, B! is
the equatorial magnetic field at the stellar surface (the
polar cap field is 2B!). We write E such that the current
flows radially inwards in the planet when n > !s (in-
side corotation). Here R is the resistance of the circuit,
which has contributions from the star R! and planet Rp,
and the plasma along the flux tube, although we neglect
this last contribution here and assume the conductivity
along field lines in the magnetosphere is very large. If the
star provides the resistance, the flux tube is fixed to the
planet, and slips across the stellar surface; if the planet
provides the resistance, the field lines slip through the
planet. Here we just worry about the total resistance.
The magnitude of the torque on the planet is approxi-

mately

Tp = 2
B!

c

!r!
a

"3
Irpa (2)

where we write the torque as the force multiplied by the
lever arm a, where the force is BIL/c for a current car-
rying wire of length L = 2rp (we divide by c to use cgs
units). The torque on the star is

T! = 2
B!

c
Irp

!r!
a

"3/2
r!

!r!
a

"1/2
(3)

equal in magnitude (opposite in direction) as expected.
We use the size of the footpoint of the flux tube "
2rp(r!/a)3/2 for the length, and take into account the
footpoint is located at an angle sin "f " (r!/a)1/2 in the

lever arm. Our expression for the torque agrees with
Goldreich & Lyndenbell (1969) except that they have a
factor # instead of our factor of 2.
This torque can cause orbital evolution. The timescale

is given by

$!1
a = !

ȧ

a
=

2Tp
Mp

#
GM!a

(4)

or

$a=
c2RMp

8r2pB
2
!

#

a

r!

$6 # n

!s ! n

$

=1.5 Myrs

#

a

10r!

$6 # R
10!5 ohm

$#

1 kG

B!

$2

#

RJ

rp

$2 #Mp

MJ

$#

n

n! !s

$

. (5)

Note that, according to our definition, $a $ (n ! !s)!1

is positive if the planet orbits inside corotation (n > !s).
This corresponds to ȧ < 0 or orbital decay: the reason
is that inside corotation, the planet experiences a drag
force that tries to slow its orbit, taking away orbital an-
gular momentum, and moving the planet to smaller a.
Outside corotation, the opposite occurs: the star gives
angular momentum to the planet to bring them closer to
corotation, moving the orbit out. Note that ȧ $ a!5, so
the time to fall in from an initial value of a is $a/6.
We adopt a value of 1 kG for the stellar equatorial mag-

netic field, which is a typical value observed for T Tauri
stars (Johns-Krull 2007). For a given value of R, this
timescale is not very sensitive to the planet’s mass and
radius, $a $ Mp/r2p $ %̄rp where %̄ is the planet’s mean
density. For example, for a super-Earth with radius 2R"

and mass 5M" the prefactor becomes " 0.58 Myr. The
main dependence on planet type, and the main uncer-
tainty in determining $a is the resistance of the planet,
which could vary by orders of magnitude depending on
parameters such as the composition of the planet (rocky
or gaseous) or surface temperature. In equation (5), we
put in the value of R found by Laine et al. (2010b) for
the stellar surface5.

2.2. Limiting current from magnetic field reconnection

This rapid timescale, however, demands that a large
current flows between the planet and star, creating sig-
nificant distortion of the magnetosphere. Such a field is
likely unstable to reconnection, which may act to limit
the current that flows. To estimate how large, we say
that the winding cannot exceed of order unity. The an-
gle by which the field winds up is given by equating the
magnetic stress in the field at some distance from the
star B"BP /4# to the torque. This gives a total winding
angle (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969, eq. [11])

"& =
4#I

rPB!c

#

a

r!

$3
!

1!
rp
a

"1/2
. (6)

5 Laine et al. (2010) adopt SI units. In this paper, we use cgs
units, but will often give the resistance scaling in SI units to fa-
cilitate comparison with previous work. Note the conversion from
Gaussian cgs units to SI: 1 ohm = 109/c2 cgs. The other useful
conversion is for electrical conductivity 1 ohm!1m!1 = 1 S m!1 =
10!11c2 s!1 = 9 ! 109 s!1. Also the dimensionless quantity
cR = (1/30)(R/ohm).

19
69
Ap
J.
..
15
6.
..
59
G

12o for Jupiter-Io  
(Goldreich & Lynden_Bell 1969)

Winding angle is ~1  for 

3

Neglecting the rp/a factor, we find that if the winding an-
gle is limited to be !! ! 1, there is a maximum current
Imax = (rPB!c/4")(r!/a)3, and therefore a maximum
torque

Tmax =
B2

!r
2
pa

2"

!r!
a

"6
. (7)

The timescale for orbital decay is then much longer,

#a=
"Mpna

r2pB
2
!

#

a

r!

$6

=3.6! 1010 yrs

#

B!

1 kG

$!2 # a

10r!

$11/2

#

Mp

MJ

$#

rp
RJ

$!2 #M!

M"

$1/2 # r!
2R"

$!1/2

, (8)

where we put in the same parameters as previously. The
planet must be very close to the star in order to have a
significant e"ect, e.g. for a = 3r! the prefactor is 5 !
107 yr. Equation (7) is equivalent to the torque written
down by Lovelace et al. (2008), who write a the drag
force on the planet as (B2/4")"r2p in the limit where
the magnetic pressure dominates over the ram pressure
of the gas. Another way to think of this is that in the
limit of large twist angles, where reconnection occurs, the
resistance of the circuit is determined by the reconnection
and not by the conductivities of star and planet. The
e"ective resistance is Re! = E/Imax, or

cRe! =
8" (n" $s) a

c
=

8"!v

c
(9)

Re! = 0.25 ohm

#

!v

100 km s!1

$

. (10)

This is more than 104 times larger than the canonical
resistance of 10!5 ohm that we used earlier, and the
timescale is larger by the same factor.

2.3. Radiation of Alfven waves

A second consideration is that the unipolar inductor
model assumes that a circuit can be maintained between
the star and planet, requiring that the Alfven travel time
be short compared to the timescale for the field lines to
travel across the planet,

tA < tcross =
rp

a(n" $s)

R! +Rp

Rp
(11)

(Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969 eq. [12]). If this con-
dition is not satisfied, a current can still flow across
the planet as the planet excites Alfven waves (Drell et
al. 1965; Neubauer 1980). The appropriate resistance is
the impedance of the plasma, which acts as a transmis-
sion line that carries energy away from the planet. The
impedance is Z # 2"vA/c2, or cZ = 2"vA/c, where vA is
the Alfven speed in the plasma. The torque in this case
is

TA =
B2

!r
2
pa

2"

!r!
a

"6 4a (n" $s)

vA
= Tmax

4a (n" $s)

vA
,

(12)
di"erent by a factor of di"erential orbital velocity to the
Alfven speed from the torque set by reconnection.

We can write everything in terms of timescales, the
Alfven travel time tA = 2a/vA and the synodic period
Psyn = 2"/(n " $s), and the di"usion time across the
planet tdi! = 4"%r2p/c

2 # 4"rp/c2Rp (where we have
used Rp # 1/%rp. The winding angle is

!! =
tdi!
tcross

, (13)

which gives another physical interpretation, that the field
significantly distorts if the di"usion time through the
planet is longer than the timescale on which field lines
sweep past the planet. The ratio of Alfven torque to
reconnection torque is

TA
Tmax

=
4"tA
Psyn

= 4MA, (14)

so in principle the Alfven torque could be larger than the
reconnection torque when the Alfven travel time becomes
long (Alfven speed slow compared to orbital velocity) -
although this means Alfven Mach number MA > 1 in
which case a shock will form, changes the picture?
The motion of diamagnetic blobs in the magnetoshere

of a mis-aligned magnetized star due to the Drell et
al. (1965) drag was worked out in the Appendix of Lai
(1999). The drag force at a given time was taken to be in
the direction of the component of the blob’s velocity per-
pendicular to the magnetic field. Here, we assume that
only the static part of the magnetic field (the vertical
part) sets the emf. Given that, the angular dependences
we find below also apply to the case when Alfven waves
are excited and a dc circuit can not be maintained.

2.4. Comparison to tidal torque

Compare the magnetic torque to the tidal torque due
to the tide raised on the star by the planet, which gives

1

2

ȧ

a
= "

1

Q#
!

Mp

M!

!r!
a

"5
(n" $s) . (15)

If there is a d.c. circuit, the ratio of the magnetic to tidal
torques is

TB
TQ

=1.6! 105
Q#

!

106
10!5 ohm

R

#

B!

1 kG

$2 # a

10r!

$1/2

#

r!
2R"

$3/2 # rp
RJ

$2 #MJ

Mp

$2 #M!

M"

$1/2

(16)

whereas if reconnection limits the current it is

TB
TQ

=6.6
Q#

!

106

#

a

10r!

$#

n

n" $s

$

#

rp
RJ

$2 # r!
2R"

$2 #MJ

Mp

$2 # B!

1 kG

$2

. (17)

Depending on the size of Q#
!, tides could dominate the

evolution of the orbit close enough to the star.

3. THE INCLINED UNIPOLAR INDUCTOR

Now consider the unipolar conductor model when the
stellar spin axis is misaligned from the orbital angular
momentum axis. First we calculate the torque compo-
nents (§3.1) and then discuss the resulting evolution of
the misalignment angle over time (§3.2).

Seems likely that the winding angle could not be much greater 
than ~unity  => build up of current in the magnetosphere is 
limited

=> time dependence,   effective mean resistance ~ 0.3 ohm



Maintaining a circuit requires the Alfven travel time between the 
star and planet to be short compared to the time on which the 
planet crosses field lines

If not, then the moving planet will excite Alfven waves 
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Fig. 1. Conductor moving with velocity vc in the x direction perpendicular to magnetic field 
lines Bo along the z direction leading to a charge separation and mottonal electric field E in 
the y direction. 

trons and ions in the plasma. We have not 
found the solution offered here in earlier studies 
of related problems; these have been two- 
dimensional, or involved only motion parallel 
to B0, or posed boundary conditions that the 
plasma was not disturbed at large distances 
from the conductor, none of which are valid for 
our solution. Moreover, we find in the rest 
frame of the moving conductor a steady dc 
current rather than a static situation. 

2. IDEAL CONDUCTOR IN A LOSSLESS PLASMA 

For the idealized conductor (see section 1) 
moving through a collisionless plasma in a 
direction perpendicular to the field lines (Figure 
1), the Alfv•n disturbance extends out in wings 
making an angle a with the field lines such that 

tan 

where v• = speed of the conductor, and Va ------ 
Alfv•n speed. The motional electric field 

r = x 

in the conductor is cancelled by a charge separa- 
tion as illustrated in Figure 1. In the collisionless 
plasma, with infinite conductivity along the B0, 
or z, direction, but with zero conductivity per- 
pendicular to B0, current wings as shown in 
Figure 2 are created along with a charge separa- 
tion as required to maintain a constant • field 
along the wing equal to that at the conductor. 
Anomalous radar echoes obtained from iono- 
spheric disturbances associated with Echo I may 
also be related to these predicted Alfv•n 'wings,' 
although further studies are desirable to confirm 
their presence. We comment more on this in 
section 5. 

Let us first analyze the fields produced by the 

motion of an ideal conductor through a plasma 
with an impressed magnetic field B0 in order to 
establish the appropriate regime of parameters 
and the nature of the Alfv•n disturbance. We 
make the following approximations: 

1. The conductor moving through the plasma 
is 'ideal'--i.e., it has zero internal resistance 
and work function; it maintains the charge 
separation required to produce the field 

r = --(vc X B0)/½ (1) 
In the opposite case of a conductor with internal 
resistance moving through a medium of higher 
conductivity, the charges would be 'bled' from 

Top Bottom 

t 4 - z + ++ ++ 

Yl 

---m,.. vc 

Fig. 2. Alfv•n wings generated by an ideal con- 
ductor in a collisionless plasma. 

Drell et al. (1965)

3

Neglecting the rp/a factor, we find that if the winding an-
gle is limited to be !! ! 1, there is a maximum current
Imax = (rPB!c/4")(r!/a)3, and therefore a maximum
torque

Tmax =
B2

!r
2
pa

2"

!r!
a

"6
. (7)

The timescale for orbital decay is then much longer,

#a=
"Mpna

r2pB
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rp
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, (8)

where we put in the same parameters as previously. The
planet must be very close to the star in order to have a
significant e"ect, e.g. for a = 3r! the prefactor is 5 !
107 yr. Equation (7) is equivalent to the torque written
down by Lovelace et al. (2008), who write a the drag
force on the planet as (B2/4")"r2p in the limit where
the magnetic pressure dominates over the ram pressure
of the gas. Another way to think of this is that in the
limit of large twist angles, where reconnection occurs, the
resistance of the circuit is determined by the reconnection
and not by the conductivities of star and planet. The
e"ective resistance is Re! = E/Imax, or

cRe! =
8" (n" $s) a

c
=

8"!v

c
(9)

Re! = 0.25 ohm

#

!v

100 km s!1

$

. (10)

This is more than 104 times larger than the canonical
resistance of 10!5 ohm that we used earlier, and the
timescale is larger by the same factor.

2.3. Radiation of Alfven waves

A second consideration is that the unipolar inductor
model assumes that a circuit can be maintained between
the star and planet, requiring that the Alfven travel time
be short compared to the timescale for the field lines to
travel across the planet,

tA < tcross =
rp

a(n" $s)

R! +Rp

Rp
(11)

(Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1969 eq. [12]). If this con-
dition is not satisfied, a current can still flow across
the planet as the planet excites Alfven waves (Drell et
al. 1965; Neubauer 1980). The appropriate resistance is
the impedance of the plasma, which acts as a transmis-
sion line that carries energy away from the planet. The
impedance is Z # 2"vA/c2, or cZ = 2"vA/c, where vA is
the Alfven speed in the plasma. The torque in this case
is

TA =
B2

!r
2
pa

2"

!r!
a

"6 4a (n" $s)

vA
= Tmax

4a (n" $s)

vA
,

(12)
di"erent by a factor of di"erential orbital velocity to the
Alfven speed from the torque set by reconnection.

We can write everything in terms of timescales, the
Alfven travel time tA = 2a/vA and the synodic period
Psyn = 2"/(n " $s), and the di"usion time across the
planet tdi! = 4"%r2p/c

2 # 4"rp/c2Rp (where we have
used Rp # 1/%rp. The winding angle is

!! =
tdi!
tcross

, (13)

which gives another physical interpretation, that the field
significantly distorts if the di"usion time through the
planet is longer than the timescale on which field lines
sweep past the planet. The ratio of Alfven torque to
reconnection torque is

TA
Tmax

=
4"tA
Psyn

= 4MA, (14)

so in principle the Alfven torque could be larger than the
reconnection torque when the Alfven travel time becomes
long (Alfven speed slow compared to orbital velocity) -
although this means Alfven Mach number MA > 1 in
which case a shock will form, changes the picture?
The motion of diamagnetic blobs in the magnetoshere

of a mis-aligned magnetized star due to the Drell et
al. (1965) drag was worked out in the Appendix of Lai
(1999). The drag force at a given time was taken to be in
the direction of the component of the blob’s velocity per-
pendicular to the magnetic field. Here, we assume that
only the static part of the magnetic field (the vertical
part) sets the emf. Given that, the angular dependences
we find below also apply to the case when Alfven waves
are excited and a dc circuit can not be maintained.

2.4. Comparison to tidal torque

Compare the magnetic torque to the tidal torque due
to the tide raised on the star by the planet, which gives
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If there is a d.c. circuit, the ratio of the magnetic to tidal
torques is
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whereas if reconnection limits the current it is
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Depending on the size of Q#
!, tides could dominate the

evolution of the orbit close enough to the star.

3. THE INCLINED UNIPOLAR INDUCTOR

Now consider the unipolar conductor model when the
stellar spin axis is misaligned from the orbital angular
momentum axis. First we calculate the torque compo-
nents (§3.1) and then discuss the resulting evolution of
the misalignment angle over time (§3.2).

Effective plasma impedance 
(resistance in the circuit)

.. but to exceed the reconnection-limited torque, can show that 
Alfven Mach number >1, so need to look more carefully 



A second interaction is from the induced field in the 
planet in response to the time-varying stellar field

Model as a dipole-dipole interaction
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Br = !
2µ

r3
sin !! sin ("t+ #0) (A5)

where we use the notation from the main text, and define " = n! "s the synodic frequency.
The induced dipole moment in the planet is m = V $B. Consider the two limiting cases separately, in-phase and

out-of-phase response. The in-phase high frequency limit gives mr = V $!Br or

mr = !V $! 2µ

r3
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and similarly

m" = !V $! µ
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Therefore, the induced B field at the star is
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and
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m"

r3
= V $! µ

r6
sin !! cos ("t+ #0) . (A9)

The torque in the z direction has two pieces, µrB!
" and !µ"B!

r. The dipole moment of the star has components in
the instantaneous r and # directions

µr = !µ sin !! sin ("t+ #0) (A10)

µ" = µ sin !! cos ("t+ #0) . (A11)

The torque is then

Tz = 5V $!µ
2
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Averaged over time, this gives no contribution to the z component of torque, so we need to use the other piece. The
low frequency limit (large skin depth compared to radius) is an out-of-phase response. This gives
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with a time-average of
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In terms of planet radius, this is
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Note that because $!! > 0, the torque on the star is positive if the planet is inside corotation (" > 0) and negative if
outside corotation, as expected.
Now compare this to the torque in the unipolar inductor model (eqs. [22] and [2])
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We can simplify this by writing, neglecting geometric factors, R $ 1/rp& = 4%'/rpc2, which gives rpc2R/2"a2 $
%((/a)2 and therefore
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In the limit ( % rp, $!! = (rp/()2/20% giving
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axes are aligned. The equatorial magnetic field of the
star B! = 1 kG and resistance of the stellar atmosphere
R! = 10!5 ohm are taken to be constant throughout the
evolution. The planet is a hot jupiter with Mp = MJ
and rp = RJ and is initially located at a = 0.05 AU.
The results are shown in Figure 2 for a range of ini-

tial obliquity angles ! from aligned to anti-aligned. The
upper panels are for n > "s initially (planet inside coro-
tation) and l/Is"s > 1. If the orbit is anti-aligned
(cos! < 0) we expect to find evolution towards the
perpendicular state, and that is exactly what happens.
The direction of the angular momentum vector is almost
fixed, but the orbital angular momentum increases (a
increases) as the stellar rotation becomes more perpen-
dicular. For aligned orbits (cos ! > 0), orbital decay
occurs with a tendency to align initially, but as the orbit
shrinks and the star spins up eventually l drops below
Is"s and then the orbit evolves towards the perpendic-
ular state as the planet falls in. The lower panels are
for a planet outside corotation, and in this case l ! Is"s
initially. Orbits with cos! > 0 evolve towards a finite !c

in this case, either from above or below. The retrograde
orbits become more anti-aligned.
In fact, as we discuss in §2, reconnection is likely to

limit the current that flows between the planet and the
star, significantly lengthening the timescales on which
the orbital parameters evolve.

5. DISCUSSION

We studied a unipolar inductor model of the interac-
tion between a star and orbiting planet in the case that
the orbital angular momentum and stellar spin are mis-
aligned. As well as the braking torque on the planets
orbit, there is a component of torque that acts to change
the angle between the spin and angular momentum vec-
tors. An important parameter is the ratio of angular
momentum in the star to that in the planets orbit. A
planet on a prograde orbit inside corotation moves in-
wards as the magnetic field causes a drag force on the
orbit. At the same time, if the angular momentum of
the star is dominant, the obliquity angle increases. If
magnetic torques play a role in the migration of closely
orbiting planets around young stars, significant non-zero
obliquities can be generated.
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the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR).
AC thanks the Kavli Institute for Astronomy and As-
trophysics (KIAA) in Beijing and the Kavli Institute for
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APPENDIX

TORQUE AND ENERGY DISSIPATION FROM EDDY CURRENTS IN THE PLANET

In the main text, we focus on the static part of the field as seen by the planet. Laine et al. (2008) studied the
response of the planet to the time-dependent part of the stellar magnetic field. They considered the case in which the
magnetic axis was tilted with respect to the spin axis of the star, but the stellar spin and orbital angular momentum
were aligned. Following the approach of Campbell (1983) they calculated the induced currents in the planet due to
the time-varying field of the star as the inclined dipole rotates around the stellar spin axis and the planet moves in its
orbit. They calculated the e!ect on the orbit by equating the Ohmic dissipation in the planet to the orbital energy.
We are interested in the torques on the orbit in the misaligned case, and so here we develop a simplified model of the
response of the planet to the time-dependent part of the stellar field in order to write down approximate expressions
for the torque. We show that the torque from the time-dependent field is a factor (rp/a)2 smaller than the torque from
the simple unipolar inductor model. On the other hand, the eddy currents that flow in response to the time-dependent
field can dominate the energy dissipation rate inside the planet.
The induced field has dipole and quadrupolar components (Campbell 1983). Here we focus on the dipole which is

the dominant term. In a uniform magnetic field that is time-dependent B = B0ei"t, a uniform conducting sphere
has an induced dipole moment V #B where the volume of the sphere is V = 4$r3p/3, the magnetic polarizability is
V # = V (#" + i#"") and (Landau & Lifshitz, p. 205)
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The skin depth % is defined by %2 = 2&/". In the limit of large skin depth % # rp, the dominant response is out
of phase #"" # #", whereas in the high frequency, small skin depth limit % $ rp, the in-phase response dominates
#" # #"". Laine et al. (2008) estimated that a hot Jupiter would be in an intermediate regime, % ! rp.
We first consider the aligned case, and compute the torque on the star by approximating the star and planet as

point magnetic dipoles. The torque is µ!B" where µ is the dipole moment of the star, and B" is the magnetic field
due to the induced dipole in the planet, evaluated at the star. In the aligned case (! = 0) we have at the position of
the planet

Bz = "
µ

r3
cos '! (A3)

B# =
µ

r3
sin '! cos ("t+ (0) (A4)
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field can dominate the energy dissipation rate inside the planet.
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the dominant term. In a uniform magnetic field that is time-dependent B = B0ei"t, a uniform conducting sphere
has an induced dipole moment V #B where the volume of the sphere is V = 4$r3p/3, the magnetic polarizability is
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The skin depth % is defined by %2 = 2&/". In the limit of large skin depth % # rp, the dominant response is out
of phase #"" # #", whereas in the high frequency, small skin depth limit % $ rp, the in-phase response dominates
#" # #"". Laine et al. (2008) estimated that a hot Jupiter would be in an intermediate regime, % ! rp.
We first consider the aligned case, and compute the torque on the star by approximating the star and planet as

point magnetic dipoles. The torque is µ!B" where µ is the dipole moment of the star, and B" is the magnetic field
due to the induced dipole in the planet, evaluated at the star. In the aligned case (! = 0) we have at the position of
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Induced dipole moment

in-phase and out-of-phase response

Laine & Lin (2008)
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We see that the torque from the time-dependent fields are a factor (rp/a)2 smaller than in the unipolar inductor model
(neglecting reconnection e!ects). For a Jupiter radius and orbital distance of about ten stellar radii, this is a factor
! 104. Our conclusion is consistent with the finding of Laine et al. (2008) that an orbital distance of ! 0.01 AU is
required for the magnetic torque to halt migration on a few Myr timescale.
The energy dissipation rate is given by

!"Tz#=
10"

3
r3pB

2
!#

!!!
!r!
a

"6
sin2 $!

=1.25$ 1025 erg s"1

#

rp
RJ

$3 # B!

1 kG

$2 # 2"/!

1 day

$"1 #10r!
a

$6

(20"#!!) . (A21)

The dependence of the dissipation on % comes from the #!! factor, and depends on whether & is small or large
compared with rp. When % is large, & % rp, 20"#!! = (rp/&)2 & 1/%, so that the dissipation scales as & 1/%. This is
consistent with the behaviour in Table 1 of Laine et al. (2008) for their largest % values. When % is small, & ' rp,
20"#!! = 11.25(&/rp) & %1/2 and so we expect dissipation to be & %1/2. This scaling is not there in Table 1 of Laine
et al., instead the values of dissipation rate are relatively insensitive to % at small %. However, they considered a
conductivity profile that was exponential with depth (with lengthscale rp/5) and so perhaps the & small limit has not
yet been reached for their smallest values of %. In these high and low frequency limits, equation (A21) agrees with the
limiting expressions derived by Campbell (1983). Interestingly the dissipation is maximum for & ! rp, which Laine et
al. found was the case for their hot jupiter model. To put this heating rate in context, Ibgui et al. (2010) give a range
1024–1028 erg s"1 for the steady tidal heating needed to explain observed hot jupiter radii.
We can compare that with the energy dissipated in the unipolar induction model. If reconnection occurs, the

current is time-dependent, with maximum value Imax = (rpB!c/4")2(r!/a)3 (see §2). To make an estimate of the
energy dissipation rate we therefore write I2maxR where R is the resistance in the part of the circuit we are considering,
e.g. the stellar surface or the planet. This gives

I2
maxR = 3.1$ 1021 erg s"1

#

R
10"5 ohm

$#

rp
RJ

$2 # B!

1 kG

$2 #10r!
a

$6

. (A22)

In term of the e!ective resistance due to reconnection Re! defined in §2, one can show that the dissipation is smaller
than the eddy current dissipation by a factor ! (R/Re!)(a/rp).
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Summary

• If magnetic torques play a role in migration of closely orbiting 
planets, significant non-zero obliquities can be generated

• Uncertainties in the timescale: 
• In the exoplanet case, unipolar induction is likely limited by 
reconnection of the field
• Effect of planetary magnetosphere, solar wind on the 
current paths
• If Alfven travel time is too long, drag from excitation of 
Alfven waves

• Other observational signatures: 
• heating, hot spots, equivalent of Jupiters decametre 
emission..



Enhanced magnetic activity in hot jupiter hosting stars

Also, some evidence for enhanced X-ray flux for stars with close 
planets (Kashyap et al. 2008; but see Poppenhaeger et al. 2010)

Shkolnik et al. (2005) CaHK emission correlated with orbital phase

! ! 0:25 with no apparent rise toward ! " 0. Because of the
relatively low S/N of these data and the large intranight devi-
ations, we cannot form any conclusions.

As seen in Figures 7 and 8, four of the five CFHT stars show
significant chromospheric variation throughout a single observ-
ing run. The standards, " Cet and the Sun, show no such modu-
lation. One consistent result for the ‘‘active’’ stars (" Boo, HD
179949, HD 209458, and # And) is their night-to-night mod-
ulation of H and K emission. Furthermore, unlike the case for
HD 73256 (see x 3.4), the night-to-night variations of these stars
do not increase or decrease monotonically throughout an ob-
serving run, implying that the variability cannot be explained
exclusively with starspots rotating into or out of view. Another
mechanism is necessary. The night-to-night variations may in-
dicate planet-induced activity or sporadic flaring from hot
spots. If coupled to the planet, the localized activity would be
traveling on the stellar surface faster than the star is rotating as it
tracks the planet in its orbit.

Other than for " Boo, the timescale of activity is short com-
pared to the stellar rotation period. Unfortunately, because of
the large uncertainties in the rotation periods of the other stars,
phasing with rotation is uninformative at this stage. However,
we do know that # And and HD 209458 both have Prot >3Porb

and rotate onlyP20# per day.Wolf &Harmanec (2004) recently

made UBV photometric observations of HD 179949 at our
request from the SAAO Sutherland Observatory. When they
combined their Vobservations with those fromHipparcos (con-
verted to V ), they detected a rotation period of 7.07 days but
with an amplitude of only 0.008 mag. Given that the rms of the
V observations was 0.006 mag, this periodicity is at the limit of
detection. Indirect indications of the rotation rate of HD 179949
implyProt $ 9 days and are presented in Shkolnik et al. (2003; see
also Saar et al. 2003). These include a high X-ray luminosity for
the star, a very long tidal synchronization timescale, and a mod-
erate SHK index.While more photometry is needed to determine a
rotation period conclusively, it is highly unlikely that HD 179949
is tidally locked to its planet at 3.092 days.

3.3.1. Planet-induced Activity on Two Stars

In Shkolnik et al. (2003) we presented the first evidence of
planet-induced heating on HD 179949. The effect lasted for
over a year and peaked only once per orbit, suggesting a mag-
netic interaction. We fitted a truncated, best-fit sine curve with
P " Porb " 3:092 days corresponding to the change in pro-
jected area of a bright spot on the stellar surface before being
occulted by the stellar limb. The left panel of Figure 8 updates
the integrated K residuals to include the 2003 September data.
The spot model is a remarkable fit for the 2001 and 2002 data

Fig. 7.—Integrated flux of the K line residuals from a normalized mean spectrum of " Boo and HD 209458 as a function of orbital phase. The symbols distinguish
data from different observing runs: 2001 August (circles), 2002 July (squares), 2002 August (triangles), 2003 September (diamonds). Units of the integrated flux are
in equivalent angstroms relative to the normalization level, which is approximately 1

3 of the stellar continuum. The error bars in residual flux are%1 $ as measured from
the intranight variations. The size of the phase error is within the size of the points.

Fig. 8.—Integrated flux of the K line residuals from a normalized mean spectrum of HD 179949 and # And as a function of orbital phase. The solid lines are best-fit
spot models. For HD 179949, we used a truncated sine curve fitted to the 2001 and 2002 data, and for # And, we fitted the curve to the 2002 and 2003 data.
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